Purpose: To cope with intrafraction tumor motion, integrated MRI-linac systems for real-time image guidance are currently under development. The multileaf collimator (MLC) is a key component in every state-of-the-art radiotherapy treatment system, allowing for accurate field shaping and tumor tracking. This work quantifies the magnetic impact of a widely used MLC on the MRI field homogeneity for such a modality. Methods: Results: Conclusions: This work shows that the MRI field distortions caused by the MLC cannot be ignored and must be thoroughly investigated for any MRI-linac system. The numeric distortion values obtained for our1.0T magnet may vary for other magnet designs with substantially different fringe fields, however the concept of modest increases in the SID to reduce the distortion to a shimmable level is generally applicable. Purpose: To cope with intrafraction tumor motion, integrated MRI-linac systems for real-time image guidance are currently under development. The multileaf collimator (MLC) is a key component in every state-of-the-art radiotherapy treatment system, allowing for accurate field shaping and tumor tracking. This work quantifies the magnetic impact of a widely used MLC on the MRI field homogeneity for such a modality. Methods: The finite element method was employed to model a MRI-linac assembly comprised of a 1.0 T split-bore MRI magnet and the key ferromagnetic components of a Varian Millennium 120 MLC, namely, the leaves and motors. Full 3D magnetic field maps of the system were generated. From these field maps, the peak-to-peak distortion within the MRI imaging volume was evaluated over a 30 cm diameter sphere volume (DSV) around the isocenter and compared to a maximum preshim inhomogeneity of 300 μT. Five parametric studies were performed: (1) The sourceto-isocenter distance (SID) was varied from 100 to 200 cm, to span the range of a compact system to that with lower magnetic coupling. (2) The MLC model was changed from leaves only to leaves with motors, to determine the contribution to the total distortion caused by MLC leaves and motors separately. (3) The system was configured in the inline or perpendicular orientation, i.e., the linac treatment beam was oriented parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field direction. (4) The treatment field size was varied from 0 × 0 to 20 × 20 cm 2 , to span the range of clinical treatment fields. (5) The coil currents were scaled linearly to produce magnetic field strengths B 0 of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 T, to estimate how the MLC impact changes with B 0 . Results: (1) The MLC-induced MRI field distortion fell continuously with increasing SID. (2) MLC leaves and motors were found to contribute to the distortion in approximately equal measure. (3) Due to faster falloff of the fringe field, the field distortion was generally smaller in the perpendicular beam orientation. The peak-to-peak DSV distortion was below 300 μT at SID ≥ 130 cm (perpendicular) and SID ≥ 140 cm (inline) for the 1.0 T design. (4) The simulation of different treatment fields was identified to cause dynamic changes in the field distribution. However, the estimated residual distortion was below 1.2 mm geometric distortion at SID ≥ 120 cm (perpendicular) and SID ≥ 130 cm (inline) for a 10 mT/m frequency-encoding gradient. (5) Due to magnetic saturation of the MLC materials, the field distortion remained constant at B 0 > 1.0 T. Conclusions: This work shows that the MRI field distortions caused by the MLC cannot be ignored and must be thoroughly investigated for any MRI-linac system. The numeric distortion values obtained for our 1.0 T magnet may vary for other magnet designs with substantially different fringe fields, however the concept of modest increases in the SID to reduce the distortion to a shimmable level is generally applicable. © 2013 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
INTRODUCTION
Intrafraction organ motion is one of the major challenges in current radiation therapy treatments. During treatment, both the tumor and organs at risk (OAR) may undergo translation, rotation, and deformation, as is well-established in the literature. [1] [2] [3] [4] In recent years, considerable progress has been made in the field of image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) to compensate for these effects. 5, 6 The term IGRT is broadly defined and includes techniques which allow only pre-or posttreatment imaging as well as such techniques which can provide real-time image guidance during treatment. The focus of this work is solely on the latter techniques which will be referred to as real-time IGRT and their potential for addressing intrafraction organ motion. Despite the wide variety of different real-time IGRT methods, common shortcomings of all methods are the use of ionizing radiation for the imaging, thus contributing extra dose to the patient, and the reliance on internal and/or external surrogates for tracking the tumor motion. In the case of internal surrogates, the implantation of fiducial markers is necessary which is an invasive procedure and not suited for all tumor sites. Furthermore, only the target is tracked, whereas adjacent OARs may also undergo (uncorrelated) motion. The inadequacy of current real-time IGRT techniques to fully address the challenges of intrafraction organ motion has motivated the design of MRI-guided radiotherapy systems as the logical next step (Table I ). At present, there are currently two second-generation MRIlinac prototypes being developed (UMC Utrecht 7 and University of Alberta 8 ), a MRI-guided 60 Co radiotherapy system (Viewray 9 ), and our groups own first-generation prototype MRI-linac is under construction (Australia). In these systems, the MRI-based image guidance has a number of advantages compared to existing tumor tracking techniques: MRI is noninvasive, nonionizing, and produces images of superior softtissue contrast.
While these characteristics in theory make MRI an ideal modality for image guidance, the integration of MRI device and linear accelerator (linac) creates several technical challenges. These can be grouped into two categories: (1) the influence of the MRI on normal linac operation and (2) the influence of the linac on normal MRI operation. In the former case, several studies have investigated the influence of the MRI field on the electron gun, 10, 11 the waveguide, 12 and the multileaf collimator (MLC). 13 In essence, normal linac operation could be restored with appropriate magnetic shielding 14 or magnetic decoupling of the MRI and linac. 15 In the latter case, various studies exist which looked at the ability to take MRI images of phantoms while during linac irradiation 7, 16 and investigated the effect of the radiation and RF noise from the linac on the gradient RF coils. 17, 18 Recently, a proof-ofconcept study for tracking of a 1D pencil-beam navigator 19 and a study on tracking of phantom motion on 2D MRI images 20 have demonstrated that image acquisition is possible with MRI-linac prototypes incorporating a MLC.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the magnetic impact of a ferromagnetic MLC has not been studied and reported in the literature for its impact on the MRI field distortion inside a MRI-linac system. For our first-generation MRI-linac system being constructed at the Liverpool Hospital (Sydney, Australia), a Varian Millenium 120 leaf MLC will be used as the final beam collimation method. Although all ferromagnetic parts of the linac are expected to induce some kind of distortion in the MRI imaging volume, a number of reasons suggest to start with simulating the MLC impact. First, the MLC will be the closest ferromagnetic component to the MRI, and therefore experience the strongest magnetic field. Second, unlike for steel parts, the magnetic properties of the tungsten-alloy MLC leaves have not been investigated before and hence acquiring this information will be invaluable. Third, we consider replacing the MLC with a nonferromagnetic version a difficult task. The ferromagnetic binders in the tungsten alloy are essential in the manufacturing process to improve machinability of the leaves, whereas the function of other linac steel parts is mostly structural, i.e., replacing them is simpler and will be done regardless.
In this work, we characterize the impact of a widely used MLC on the field homogeneity of a split-bore MRI magnet suitable for MRI-Linac systems as a function of sourceto-isocenter distance, implemented MLC components, linac beam orientation, treatment field size, and magnetic field strength.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.A. Models
2.A.1. Magnet model
A 1.0 T split-bore MRI magnet was modeled in COMSOL Multiphysics TM (Version 4.2a). The magnet model used was that of the design for the Australian MRI-linac prototype being constructed by Agilent Technologies. The magnet is essentially comprised of an actively shielded superconducting 82 cm diameter bore magnet wound in a split-pair configuration. The bore aperture, which is the gap between the two halves of the split-bore magnet, is 50 cm. A key design aspect was to allow two possible linac beam orientations with respect to the MRI magnetic field. In the inline configuration, the treatment beam is oriented parallel to the magnetic field direction; in the perpendicular orientation, the beam is perpendicular to the magnetic field direction. The manufacturer specification for the imaging field of the shimmed magnet is a uniformity in B z of <1 μT and <10 μT over a 20 and 30 cm diameter sphere volume (DSV), respectively. The model is represented in COMSOL by its coil configuration and the values for the coil currents were defined in external current density nodes according to the manufacturer specifications. Nonferromagnetic hardware components such as the gradient coils and cryostat were not included in the model. A virtual cylindrical air enclosure with a diameter of 20 m and a length of 20 m along the z axis was used to surround the device for the definition of boundary conditions. At this distance, magnetic insulation n · B = 0 was enforced, i.e., the assumption that the component of the magnetic field normal to the boundary will have fallen to zero. To investigate the impact of the MLC for different magnetic field strengths, the 1.0 T coil currents were linearly scaled to achieve 0.5 and 1.5 T systems. Although this approach is unlikely to produce optimal fringe fields at these field strengths, it was employed in order to only change one variable at a time. The results at these field strengths should be considered as upper limits for the real MLC induced distortion; with a magnet design optimized by a magnet vendor to produce best possible fringe fields at 0.5 and 1.5 T, lower field distortions could potentially be obtained. However, as there are no readily available split-bore magnet designs at 0.5 and 1.5 T, the linear scaling approach gives a first-order estimate of how the magnetic impact of the MLC changes with field strength.
2.A.2. MLC model
A Varian Millennium 120 MLC (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto) was incorporated into the magnet model. Positioned as a tertiary system below the lower jaws, the centroid of the Varian MLC is at a distance of 50.8 cm from the radiation source. This distance varies across vendors, with typically 33.6 cm for Elekta MLCs (positioned as upper jaw replacement) and 33.2 cm for Siemens MLCs (positioned as lower jaw replacement). 21 Hence, note that for the same source-to-isocenter distance (SID) the Varian MLC is positioned around 17 cm closer to the isocenter than MLCs of the other two vendors. These other MLC devices will also possess different geometry, materials, and masses. In this work, the focus is on the Varian Millennium 120 MLC which will be used for our first-generation prototype setup. However, the details about geometry, materials, and masses given below will allow to roughly estimate the impact of other MLC devices.
Only the key ferromagnetic components of the MLC were modeled, namely, the MLC leaves and motors. The MLC leaves are made from a sintered heavy tungsten alloy, whereas the DC brushed MLC motors comprise of steel casings and drive screws as well as neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) rare-earth magnets. To keep simulation of the combined model of MRI magnet and MLC practical, a range of simplifications were made, as shown in Fig. 1 . For instance, fine geometric details of the MLC leaves such as rounded leaf tips, steps, and rails were neglected. Interleaf air gaps between adjacent leaves were set to zero and the leaves fused to a single solid to facilitate the meshing of the MLC leaf banks. Fusing of the leaves was the last step in building the MLC model, thereby allowing individual positioning of the leaves beforehand which is needed to simulate the delivery of different treatment fields. Furthermore, the permanent magnets of the motors were not included in the model after a preliminary simulation study confirmed that their impact on the MRI field was of negligible order, i.e., their contribution to the total field inhomogeneity was <1 %. Due to their high complexity, the MLC motors and the drive screws were represented by two blocks of their equivalent ferromagnetic mass and the true distribution of ferromagnetic material in space was approximated with the help of inner air cavities [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The outer dimensions of the motor block were 6 × 20 × 6 cm 3 , whereas the drive-screw block was 14 × 17 × 3 cm 3 . The dimensions of the inner air cavities were scaled such that all walls of both steel blocks were 0.5 cm thick. In total, the model contained 68 kg of heavy tungsten alloy and 4 kg of steel. Compared to the results of manual measurements on a decommissioned MLC, the model intentionally overestimated the real mass of the MLC components by a safety margin of 7 %. To justify the usage of the mass-equivalent approach, the simplified model of MLC motors and drive screws was compared with a more realistic model of 60 individual motors and drive screws, comprising one half of the MLC (20 full-leaf and 40 halfleaf motors). The latter model implemented the single motors and drive screws as solid structures very similar to Fig. 1 (a) but with squared instead of circular cross sections, to achieve better meshing and faster convergence. The 20 full-leaf and 40 half-leaf motors had approximate ferromagnetic masses of 45 and 30 g, respectively, in the aggregate matching the steel mass of the mass-equivalent model. For this simulation, the two different models of MLC motors and drive screws were placed in a uniform background field of 1.0 T and the agreement of the resulting magnetic field distributions was assessed locally and in the far-field regime. 
2.B. Magnetization (BH) curves
The BH curves used for the simulations are displayed in Fig. 2 . The BH curve for the MLC steel parts was based on the curve for 1010 steel as reported in the literature, 22, 23 whereas the BH curve for the heavy tungsten alloy was measured experimentally from a sample cut from a decommissioned MLC leaf. The exact elemental composition of this material is confidential, however it is expected to be similar to the various heavy tungsten alloy grades typically used for radiation shielding which contain <10% total of a combination of copper, nickel, and iron binders. These additions act to aid the sintering process and machinability.
A superconducting quantum interference detector (SQUID) magnetometer (Magnetic Property Measurement System 5XL, Quantum Design) was used to determine the BH curve of the heavy tungsten alloy. The measurements were carried out at a temperature of 300 K. Starting with a fully demagnetised sample, the magnetometer measured the magnetic moment induced in the sample of the heavy tungsten alloy as a function of applied external field H in the range of (0-8) × 10 5 A/m. The sensitivity of the magnetometer was 10 −5 A/m. Data points were acquired with a stepwidth of 4 × 10 3 A/m in the low-field range from 0 to 8 × 10 4 A/m; above 8 × 10 4 A/m, the external field H was increased in bigger steps of 36 × 10 3 A/m. The magnetic moment was normalized by the sample volume, yielding the volume-independent magnetisation M. For cross-calibration purposes, three samples of the dimensions 3 × 3 × 3, 3 × 3 × 4, and 3 × 3 × 6 mm 3 were measured. Then, the magnetic flux density B was derived according to the fundamental relation
2.C. Simulations
COMSOL Multiphysics was used to implement the full 3D models of the MRI magnet and MLC components described in Sec. 2.A. Simulations were set up using the magnetic fields (mf) interface which is part of the AC/DC Physics module.
With the main MRI coil currents being steady over time, the problem could be solved as a magnetostatic problem. Hence, a stationary solver with the magnetic vector potential A as the solution variable was chosen. Using the iterative FGM-RES solver with the COMSOL default settings, the solution was numerically approximated on the basis of the applicable Maxwell's equations, namely, ∇ · B = 0 and ∇ × H = J , where J stands for the electric current densities in the MRI coils. A relative error below 0.001 was defined as the convergence criterion, at which the software terminated the computation and returned a solution.
The nonlinear magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic materials was incorporated into the COMSOL solution via their respective BH curves (Fig. 2) added under the Material Properties node.
The primary quantity of interest for the data analysis is the magnetic field B which was automatically derived within COMSOL from the magnetic vector potential A according to the relation B = ∇ × A.
The finite element method (FEM) mesh used to discretize the geometry was gradually refined until mesh independence was reached for the computed solution. This point was defined by the criterion that further increases in the mesh resolution did not improve the accuracy of the MRI field uniformity evaluated in the 30 cm DSV imaging volume. The final mesh contained a total of 16 × 10 6 mesh elements, of which 12 × 10 6 elements were inside a volume of 3 × 3 m (diameter) symmetric cylinder surrounding the MRI coils. The maximum element size within the 30 cm DSV was set to 1.0 cm, giving rise to 2.5 × 10 6 elements inside the DSV. For the MLC components, the minimum and maximum element sizes were 0.01 and 1.0 cm, respectively; the 70 × 25 × 10 cm 3 block volume encompassing the MLC structures contained 0.5 × 10 6 elements.
When solved, a simulation of the bare MRI magnet took around 20 h on 12, 2.6 GHz AMD cores. Adding the MLC leaf banks to the model increased the solution time to around 30 h on the same number of cores; for the full model including the mass-equivalent MLC motors and drive screws, the solution time went further up to around 52 h. The steep increase in solution time is due to the nonlinearity of the solving process for ferromagnetic objects. The RAM required per simulation was in the range of 180-250 GB.
In both the inline and perpendicular configuration, simulations were performed for a range of SIDs as the principal parameter of investigation. Starting from a SID of 100 cm, which is typically used in modern radiotherapy treatment systems, the SID was gradually increased in steps of 5 cm up to a maximum value of 200 cm, thus moving the MLC further away from the MRI magnet.
At each SID, only the MLC leaves were implemented in a first simulation, before the simulation was solved again for the model incorporating both MLC leaves and motors (including the drive screws).
The simulations were repeated at three different magnetic field strengths B 0 of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 T. Furthermore, to investigate whether or not active shimming techniques would be necessary, variations in the MRI field homogeneity for different treatment field sizes were studied by simulating field sizes of 0 × 0, 5 × 5, 10 × 10, 15 × 15, and 20 × 20 cm 2 . Note that the MLC aperture required to achieve a given field size at the isocenter decreases as the MLC and linac are positioned at larger SID. Therefore, the MLC aperture was scaled inversely with increasing SID to keep the field size constant.
2.D. Data analysis
The magnetic field inhomogeneity is typically stated as peak-to-peak distortion over the MRI imaging volume. The shimming for the Australian MRI-linac will be performed by the University of Queensland. Based on recent work, the criterion of 300 μT distortion over a 30 cm DSV has been adopted as the maximum preshim inhomogeneity in the 1.0 T system. 24 For each magnetic field simulation, the inhomogeneity in the resultant magnetic flux density B was hence analyzed on the surface of the 30 cm DSV around the isocenter in a spherical coordinate system. 28 322 data points were taken on the DSV surface with an angular resolution of φ = 1.5
• and θ = 1.5
• . The magnetic field vectors were dominated by the B z component as the static magnetic field was applied along the z axis. The concomitant B x and B y components were close to zero within the DSV, i.e., below 10 −6 T, and are generally not considered in shimming. Therefore, the field inhomogeneity was quantified for the B z component as peak-to-peak distortion, i.e., as the absolute difference (in μT) between the maximum and minimum value of B z on the DSV surface according to
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.A. Benchmark magnetic modeling of the MRI design
3.A.1. Model of MRI magnet
Figure 3(a) shows a magnetic field magnitude (| B|) plot through the magnet center for the 1.0 T MRI system as obtained by the manufacturer (fill plot). Overlaid on this image is a contour line plot from our COMSOL model. Two lowfield regions are also clearly identified (dashed boxes) and are where the linac and MLC will reside in either the inline or perpendicular configuration. In this plot, regions with a magnitude below 0.06 or above 2.0 T are shown as white. An excellent agreement is seen between the contour and fill plots at selected values between 0.06 and 2.0 T. Only the 1.0 T contour line does not exactly match the Agilent field at the center of the magnet because the mean B z value within the DSV is 0.999782 T, which is 218 μT lower than 1.0 T. The fact that this is not exactly 1.0 T is not important as all coil currents can be scaled accordingly to get exactly 1.0 T. This procedure is essentially what is done after installation of a MRI system inside a building to correct for magnetization of the surrounding ferromagnetic objects once operational. In our modeling results, we have not scaled the coil currents to get a mean B z of 1.0 T in the DSV, but decided to keep the coil currents identical to the manufacturer specifications. In Fig. 3(b) , the spectrum of B z values within the MRI imaging volume obtained for the COMSOL model are displayed. For a 30 cm DSV, the field distortion is 6.8 μT; for the 20 cm DSV, the spread is 1.5 μT. This matches the manufacturer specification for the shimmed magnet of 10 μT over the 30 cm DSV, however is slightly off at 20 cm DSV compared with the specification of 1 μT. Note that a match at the 20 cm DSV can be achieved by further refining the mesh. However, as the distortion is exclusively evaluated over the larger 30 cm DSV throughout this work and the inhomogeneity is higher from 20 to 30 cm than from 0 to 20 cm, increasing the number of mesh elements was not pursued.
It is clear from Fig. 3 that an accurate model of our MRI system has been developed inside COMSOL which matches the manufacturer specifications. Together with the accurate measurement of the BH curve as described in Sec. 2.B, this gives us the ability to predict the impact of the ferromagnetic MLC components on the DSV field homogeneity with high confidence.
3.A.2. Model of MLC motors
In a uniform background field of 1.0 T (in B z direction), the simplified motor model of mass-equivalent blocks was compared with a model of 60 square steel motors. Comparing both models, Fig. 4(a) shows the resultant magnetic field obtained when the MLC motors and their drive screws were placed in this background field. The local field in the proximity of the MLC motors is clearly different for the two models since the motor geometry and the distribution of steel strongly influence the field characteristics in this region. However, with increasing distance from the MLC motors, the field distributions become gradually more similar and are in good agreement in the region in which the field distortion is determined for SIDs in the range of 100-200 cm. Evaluated over a virtual 30 cm DSV, Fig. 4(b) compares the field distortions for both models as a function of distance. At all distances, the simplified model of mass-equivalent blocks with inner air cavities produces a higher inhomogeneity than the model of 60 square motors, with a maximum difference of 8% at 100 cm SID. Hence, our simplifications can be considered as giving an upper limit for the real field distortion; the difference is below 3% for SID ≥ 120 cm. The mass-equivalent approach was applied throughout the remainder of this work, keeping solving of the simulations feasible.
3.B. MLC bank and motors
For qualitative assessment, Fig. 5 The MLC is implemented in a zero-treatment-field configuration, i.e., the MLC banks are completely closed. This scenario is of particular interest as it represents the default MLC configuration before and after treatment. Clearly, the MLC distorts the field homogeneity within the DSV, gradually lifting B z across the DSV. Qualitatively, the impact of the MLC banks on the MRI field drops continuously with increasing SID. Figure 6 extends on these observations showing the quantitative results for both treatment beam orientations. MLC leaves and motors contribute similar orders of magnitude to the total field distortion: The 4 kg of 1010 steel exert approximately the same but slightly higher impact on the DSV field inhomogeneity than the 68 kg of the heavy tungsten alloy comprising the MLC leaves. The total B z caused by MLC leaves and motors (dotted curves in Fig. 6 ) drops below the preshim threshold of 300 μT at 140 cm SID and at 130 cm SID in the inline and perpendicular orientation, respectively. This means that, with respect to the typically used SID of 100 cm, the entire radiotherapy treatment unit must be moved further away from the isocenter by at least 40 cm (inline) or 30 cm (perpendicular).
Comparing the two orientations, the distortion is generally smaller in the perpendicular orientation up to 160 cm SID due to the faster falloff of the fringe field along the y axis [see Fig. 3(a) ]. As a consequence of the faster field falloff, B z drops further below zero in the perpendicular orientation. This higher magnetic fringe field (relative to the inline orientation) gives rise to a slightly higher distortion at SID larger than 160 cm. However, in this SID region, the B z values are well below 300 μT and therefore uncritical from a shimming perspective in both beam orientations. Worth noting is the particularly low B z at 145 cm SID in the perpendicular orientation due to the positioning of the MLC in the low-field region around the zero crossing at 95 cm from the isocenter in y direction for this SID [see Fig. 3(a) ]. Figure 7 displays the effect of varying field sizes on the peak-to-peak distortion at a magnetic field strength B 0 of 1.0 T. The plots illustrate that different treatment fields change the distortion patterns during treatment to some extent. The shown changes are solely caused by repositioning of the MLC leaves. MLC motors were neglected in this scenario as they remain stationary during treatment, meaning their unchanged contribution can be shimmed by appropriate passive shimming.
3.C. Treatment field size
At any given SID, B z is maximum for the 0 × 0 cm 2 field and continuously decreases with increasing field size. As a general trend, the difference in distortion with field size becomes less pronounced for larger SID. This shows that the geometric details of the distribution of ferromagnetic material, such as the exact MLC leaf positions, lose importance with larger distance from the isocenter.
In the following, an optimized passive shim set is assumed for the 10 × 10 cm 2 field, being in the middle of the spectrum of simulated field sizes. We evaluated in which scenarios this passive shim set produced a sufficiently uniform DSV at the other field sizes, i.e., lead to negligible residual distortions. In the cases where the residual distortion introduced by other field sizes is of an order that cannot be neglected, active shimming is needed to address this extra distortion. In practice, the optimized passive shim set will not completely null the field inhomogeneity but realistically result in a remaining distortion of about 10 μT for the 10 × 10 cm 2 field. This estimate is in conformity with the manufacturer specification for the DSV field uniformity of the shimmed 1.0 T magnet (Sec. 2.A.1) and has to be considered together with the residual distortion at other field sizes.
To determine the residual distortion, full 3D analysis of the distortion pattern is required rather than looking at the peakto-peak distortion. This is necessary as any specific value for the peak-to-peak distortion can be produced by innumerable different 3D field distributions, each of which needs to be shimmed with a different passive shim set. Thus, for a 3D analysis, the spatial difference in the magnetic field component B z (x, y, z) is calculated for each field at all SIDs with respect to the 10 × 10 cm 2 reference field and the maximum value within the DSV determined (Table II) .
In general, the results for the maximum spatial difference in Table II display the same trends with regards to SID and field size as the peak-to-peak distortion in Fig. 7 . The corresponding geometric distortion depends on the strength of the applied frequency-encoding gradient. The proposed 1.0 T system will operate with a gradient strength on the order of 10 mT/m. This means that the 10 μT distortion after passive shimming together with a maximum spatial difference of 2 μT (marked in italics in Table II) gives rise to 1.2 mm geometric distortion over the 30 cm DSV, which is considered acceptable for our purposes. However, under the assumption of statistical independence, summing the two contributions in quadrature would allow a maximum spatial difference of 6 μT for the same total geometric distortion (bold). Differences >6 μT (underlined) would require the implementation of active shimming to restore MRI image quality.
Note that the gradient strength may vary in practice. Depending on which particular MRI acquisition sequence is used, the effective gradient strength could be lower. The geometric distortion is proportional to the inverse of the gradient strength and would hence be higher for smaller gradients.
For field sizes up to 20 × 20 cm 2 , the 6 μT criterion is met for SID ≥ 120 cm (perpendicular) and SID ≥ 130 cm (inline). In Sec. 3.B, the closest realizable SIDs meeting the 300 μT criterion were found to be 130 cm (perpendicular) and 140 cm (inline). For these SIDs, the sole use of passive TABLE II. Maximum spatial difference in B z (μT) within 30 cm DSV for various field sizes with respect to 10 × 10 cm 2 field and B 0 of 1.0 T in (a) inline and (b) perpendicular orientation. Differences are classified as ≤ 2 μT (italics), ≤ 6 μT (bold), and > 6 μT (underlined). Based on the use of a 10 mT/m frequencyencoding gradient, these limits together with 10 μT remaining distortion after passive shimming correspond to geometric distortions of ≤ 1.2 mm, when summed linearly (italics) or in quadrature (bold), and > 1.2 mm (underlined). Geometric distortions up to 1.2 mm can be tolerated for our purposes. Thus, passive shimming may be sufficient for SID ≥ 120 cm (perpendicular) and SID ≥ 130 cm (inline). shimming is sufficient according to Table II . Thus, the implementation of active shimming techniques can be avoided. Figure 8 displays the peak-to-peak distortion versus the SID for magnetic field strengths B 0 of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 T. The model contained all MLC components, with the MLC bank in a completely closed configuration (0 × 0 cm 2 field size). Other field sizes were not considered here; the distortion values are absolute and not normalized to a 10 × 10 cm 2 reference field size as in Sec. 3.C. The plots clearly show that higher magnetic field strength B 0 generally increases the field distortion introduced by the MLC. For example, the distortion is the lowest for 0.5 T, with the 300 μT criterion being met for a 5 cm smaller SID compared with strengths of 1.0 T and 1.5 T in both orientations. However, more interesting here is the onset of magnetic saturation becoming obvious in the data at 1.0 and 1.5 T. The saturation can be explained by a closer examination of the magnetic properties of the implemented ferromagnetic materials (Fig. 2) . The heavy tungsten alloy comprising the MLC leaves is saturated well below 0.5 T and hence contributes a similar absolute distortion for all three examined field strengths. The BH curve of the 1010 steel changes from positive to negative curvature between 0.5 and 1.0 T. In consequence of operating in a region of negative curvature, approximately the same absolute distortion is produced above 1.0 T.
3.D. Magnetic field strength
From an image guidance point of view, higher magnetic field strength is desirable due to improved signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, higher B 0 could provide better image quality. With this in mind, image quality could be gained without rendering the shimming of the MRI magnet in the presence of the MLC more difficult at B 0 > 1.0 T. However, a variety of problems associated with higher B 0 such as a failure of the MLC motors, 13 electron gun operation, 10 or a more severe electron return effect 25 would have to be overcome. Furthermore, the presented results were derived from scaled coil currents (see Sec. 2.A.1). The applicability of this to a technically feasible model of 1.5 T or higher field strength would have to be investigated in future work. 
CONCLUSION
In this work, the finite element method was used to predict the magnetic impact of the Varian Millennium 120 MLC on the DSV field homogeneity for a prototype MRI-linac system. The presented studies showed that the MRI field distortion caused by the MLC cannot be ignored and must be thoroughly investigated for any MRI-linac system. In cases where the field distortion is found to be problematic, increases in the SID can be used to reduce the distortion to an acceptable level, meeting the preshim inhomogeneity threshold of 300 μT and limiting the geometric distortion to <1.2 mm after passive shimming. For our particular 1.0 T magnet design, this was achieved at a SID of 130 cm (perpendicular) or 140 cm (inline). Although the numeric results may vary for other magnet designs due to very different magnetic fringe fields, the concept of modest increases in the SID to reduce the distortion to a shimmable level is generally applicable.
